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(Unit 3) Sectionalism &
Nationalism
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name: __________________________________
across
1) standardized parts that can be used in place of
one another
4) treaty that ended the War of 1812
7) artificial waterway connecting the Hudson River
with Lake Erie
8) the use of ships or troops to prevent movement
into and out of a port or region controlled by a
hostile nation
9) devotion to the interests and culture of one's
nation
13) national bank, funded by the federal
government and private investors, established by
Congress
15) pre-Civil War measures to unify the nation and
strengthen the economy
16) policy of US opposition to any European
interference in the affairs of the Western
Hemisphere
17) marches where the Cherokee people were
forcibly removed from Georgia to the Indian
Territory with thousands dying on the way
18) series of agreements passed by Congress to
maintain the balance of power between slave
states and free states
19) forced Native American peoples east of the
Mississippi to move to lands in the West
20) political party formed to oppose the policies of
Andrew Jackson
down
2) invented by Eli Whitney, a machine for cleaning
the seeds from cotton fibers
3) a truce or agreement to end a conflict
4) Calhoun's name for a tariff increase that
seemed to Southerners to be enriching the North
at their expense
5) a government ban on trade with one or more
other nations
6) one of the members of Congress who favored
war with Britain in the 19th century
10) forcible seizure of men for military service
11) agreement by which Spain gave control of
Florida to the United States
12) the practice of winning candidates' rewarding
their supporters with government jobs
14) federally funded road begun in 1811; by 1838
	
  
extending
from Cumberland MD. to Vandalia, Il.

